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Dear Chancellor Dr. Merkel,

We, the signatories, are doctors from all areas of healthcare, who have been serving people
in practices and clinics for decades. During this time, we have witnessed more than one
seasonal  infection  in  Germany,  most  of  them  with  far  more  severe  conditions  and
significantly more deaths than since January 2020 from COVID infectious diseases. Together
we serve approx. 70.000 people.

The circumstances of the coronavirus wave in the FRG have been perceived differently than
the media and the ongoing warnings of politics, which were unjustified in fact, presented to
the public for months. Predictions of individual advisory virologists with millions of seriously
ill and hundreds of thousands of deaths in Germany have not been true in any way.

In the practices, hardly any infected patients were infected and if, then with normal, mostly
mild progressions of virus flu. The hospitals have been more empty than ever before. There
was no overload of  ICU.  Doctors,  doctors  and nurses  were skillful  in  short-term work.
Initially, we found the wave of the virus running towards us to be threatening and were able
to understand the infection protection measures. However, there are months of secured
evidence and facts that this wave of the virus is only slightly more intense than an ordinary
seasonal  flu  and  must  be  considered  much  more  harmless  than,  for  example,  influenza
infection in 2017/2018 with 27.000 deaths in Germany. According to the data situation,
there hasn’t been a threat to the German population from Covid-19 for months.

This must be the reason to return to normal life in Germany – a life without restrictions, fear
and infection hysteria.

We’re increasingly seeing older people with depression, young children and adolescents
with severe anxiety and behavioral disorders, people with severe conditions who could have
been cured in timely treatment. We notice disruptions in interpersonal cooperation, hysteria
and aggression  caused by  fear  of  infection,  there  are  more  and more  vigilations  and
denunciations of ′′ positive swab victims ′′ – all this leads to an unprecedented tension and
division  of  the  population.  The  development  of  additional  severe  chronic  diseases  is
foreseeable. These diseases with their severe consequences are expected to far outweigh
the possible Covid-19 damage in the FRG.The signatories therefore call on those responsible
for health care and politics to discharge their responsibilities for the people of our country
and immediately avert this threatening development. We demand an immediate revision of
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the available data by an independent panel of experts from all relevant specialized groups
and  a  prompt  implementation  of  the  resulting  consequences  for  the  people  of  our
country.We demand that  ineffective and possibly  even harmful  anti-infection measures  be
stopped immediately and that mass testing is meaningful (e.g. Currently, 1,1 million tests /
week, of which 99,3 % negative, cost per week: EUR 82,5 million) to be audited by a panel
of independent experts.

We demand to intensify the protection of risk patients and only from them, where every
viral infection can take a dramatic course – the healthy, immune competent population does
not need protection beyond the general  hygiene and health measures that have been
known and proven for generations. Children and adolescents in particular need contacts
with viruses to ′′ format ′′ your immune system. Coronavirus has always existed and will
continue to exist. Natural immunity is the weapon against it. On the other hand, the mouth-
nose cover demanded by politicians does not have a solid scientific foundation.

We call on politicians and medical professional representatives to refrain from daily public
warning  and  fear  machines  in  the  press  and  talk  shows  –  this  creates  a  deep  and
unsubstantiated fear among the population.

The  Bundestag  has  gem.  §  5  IfSG  identified  an  ′′  epidemic  situation  of  national  scope
Obviously,  the  conditions  for  this  are  not  fulfilled  anymore.  We  therefore  call  on  the
members of  the Bundestag to lift  this statement immediately and thereby to shift  the
decision  and  responsibility  for  this  to  where  they  belong:  into  the  hands  of  the
democratically legitimate Parliament.

If  there is  an independent free press in  Germany,  we call  on them to research in  all
directions and also allow critical voices. Opinion formation can only take place if all voices
are heard without value and facts and figures are neutral.

Through daily contact with the people entrusted to us and many conversations, we as
doctors working at the base of the population know that the hygiene awareness of people
has grown so far through the experience of this virus wave that normal hygiene measures
without coercion will be sufficient in the future.
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